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1 Introduction

The value of a new investment project is most often subject to two di�erent kinds

of uncertainty. The �rst kind is the uncertainty about the time of the successful

completion of the investment project. The second kind is the future value of the

project conditional upon its completion. The research and development process

for a new pharmaceutical product illustrates both aspects of uncertainty. The

idea for a new drug is most likely based on some initial and very preliminary

research. The development project itself requires substantial further work and

experiments before the value of the initial idea can be assessed with su�cient

con�dence. This process requires substantial investments and produces over

time more information as to whether the project is successful or should be

abandoned due to poor results. However even if the new drug proves to be

an innovation, market conditions may have changed, favorably or unfavorably

during the development time, and thereby a�ecting the true value of the project.

This paper examines the �nancing of a project in the presence of uncertainty

about the successful completion of the project.

The basic model of this paper considers an entrepreneur who proposes a

project, essentially an idea, to outside investors. The realization of the project

requires investment funds and as the entrepreneur is wealth constrained she is

required to seek outside �nancing. It is initially unknown, both to the entre-

preneur as well as to the investor whether the project is a potential success or

failure. The uncertainty about the outcome is represented by a simple stochastic

process. If the project is a potential success, then there is a positive probability

in every period that the project will be completed successfully. The probability

is proportional to the funds allocated to the project in this period and repre-

sents the research intensity. If the project is a failure, then the probability of

completion is equal to zero at all funding levels. The development of the project

initiates a Bayesian learning process as continued failure to generate success will

lead the participants to update their beliefs of the likelihood of eventual success.

The funding of the project ends either with the success or with the stopping of

the project in the light of persistent negative news.

The paper analyzes the �nancing of the project when the entrepreneur con-
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trols the allocation of the funds. It examines whether the funds are released at

the e�cient rate by the investor and whether the project is abandoned at the

e�cient stopping point. It further investigates how entrepreneur and investor

share the proceeds of the project as a function of the elapsed time and received

funding until the completion of the project.

The basic features of the model may be associated most directly with the

�nancing of high-technology ventures and start-ups. However the optimal �-

nancing of research is also a concern for the intertemporal capital budgeting

process within a �rm or an organization, where the timing in the release of the

funds for a given project are to be determined.

Next, we brie�y discuss some of the basic aspects of the model and then

provide a general overview over the results and the related literature. For con-

creteness consider a �rm which intends to develop a new product. It needs to

hire a specialized scientist to oversee the development process. The speed of the

development process depends on the level of funding which the company o�ers

the scientist for her research. The scientist can allocate these funds either e�-

ciently towards the development of the product or divert the funds for private

ends, say fundamental research for which the scientist has a preference. The

�rm therefore o�ers the scientist a share in the proceeds of the new product in

the event of its realization to provide the proper incentives. Suppose �rst that

the �rm simply o�ers a constant share to the scientist and commits itself to

�nance the project for a �xed number of periods. Can we expect the scientist

to allocate the funds to the product development or could she be tempted to

use the funds di�erently? In a second step, we then ask how the incentives can

be improved by modifying sharing rule and funding allocations over time.

The scientist could reason as follows. With a su�ciently long funding hori-

zon, the chances to develop the product in the future are su�ciently high and

thus she might initially direct the resources towards fundamental research. She

is however aware of the fact that development takes time and thus at some

point in the future she will direct the funds to the development of the product.

As she is applying herself to the development of the product but without be-

ing successful, she becomes gradually more pessimistic about the development

prospects. The expected value of the prize thus decreases and so she might
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turn towards the end of the funding horizon again to fundamental research as

the incentives provided by the �rm become gradually weaker. The incentive

problems therefore arise most pronounced at the beginning and the end of the

funding horizon. How could the �rm respond to this situation and improve

the incentives? Clearly, the �rm could increase the share of the scientist to-

wards the end to maintain the incentives. But as the expected returns decrease

towards the end, it might do so only to a limited extent and rather stop the

process completely. It is then to be expected that the project is stopped too

early relative to its e�cient stopping point. How about the incentives in the

beginning of the process? An immediate answer would be to simply decrease

the funding horizon and thereby cut out the initial phase. But, the scientist

realizes that this would imply to stop the project too early, and the �rm would

eventually o�er to provide additional funding to continue the development. She

would anticipate the future behavior of the �rm, and no matter how long the

�rm would promise initial funding she would be able to count on future funding

and hence pursue her policy unchanged. The option of a shorter funding hori-

zon is thus limited by renegotiation and the inability of the �rm to commit to

ine�cient policies in the future. As the �rm cannot credibly commit to lower

the funding level in the future, the �rm can still reduce current funding. This

lowers the likelihood of success in every period and thus decreases the value of

future discovery with positive discounting. The value of postponing the product

development is thus decreasing and the scientist has larger incentives to start

the applied research immediately. The funding volume is then set below the

e�cient level to lower the option value of future research in favor of immediate

research. A �nal observation in this context pertains to the role of the discount

factor. As the scientist values the future more, she has less incentive for obtain

immediate success and hence the incentive problem becomes more severe as the

discount factor � increases.

The model is formally presented in Section 2. The equilibrium analysis be-

gins in Section 3 by considering observable actions by the entrepreneur. The in-

formation about the project is symmetric in this environment and renegotiation

can occur under symmetric information. First we consider �nancial contracts

in which the investor breaks even in expectations in every period. The unique
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renegotiation-proof equilibrium in this setting displays the properties just de-

scribed. Funding occurs at a slower than e�cient rate and ceases altogether

too early relative to the e�cient stopping point. The divergence between the

e�cient rate and the equilibrium rate of funding is monotonically increasing

over time. We then remove the short-term �nancing constraint and consider

contracts in which the investor only requires to break even over an arbitrarily

time interval. Long-term contracts permit intertemporal risk sharing. We �nd

that long-term contracts can strictly improve upon short-term contracts if and

only if short-term contracts would provide e�cient �nancing at the start of the

project. The role of long-term contracts is then to extend the time horizon over

which funding can be provided at the e�cient level. If short-term contract-

ing already provides less than e�cient funding at the start, which is bound to

happen for large discount factors �, then long-term contracts yield equivalent

results to short-term contracts.

Section 4 examines equilibrium �nancing when the allocation decision of the

entrepreneur is unobservable to the investor. The private beliefs of entrepreneur

and investor about the project can now diverge over the funding horizon as the

investor can't observe whether the entrepreneur allocated the funds to the de-

velopment of the project as desired. The allocation decision by the entrepreneur

is thus subject to a classical moral hazard problem. But the moral hazard prob-

lem in the current period turns into an adverse selection problem in the future

periods. As the investor doesn't know whether the entrepreneur did or did not

exert e�ort on the project in the past period, he has only imperfect information

about the true probability of future success. From the point of view of the

entrepreneur, the control over the funding �ow then translate into control over

the information �ow as well. The asymmetry in the information surprisingly

reduces the contractual ine�ciencies with observable actions. With observable

actions, the entrepreneur could convince the investor to simply renew the fund-

ing proposal of the previous period if she diverted funds in the preceding period.

As the investor observes the diversion, he has no reason to evaluate the project

any di�erent than in the previous period. With unobservable actions of the

entrepreneur, the investor needs evidence to accept a proposal which he would

have accepted yesterday but would accept today only if he knew that in the
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interim no new information about the prospects of the projects surfaced. The

proposal by the entrepreneur therefore needs to have signalling character and

separate between projects which generated information in the preceding period

and those which didn't. However we show that the unique perfect Bayesian

equilibrium is a pooling equilibrium where all types o�er the same contract.

In particular, along the equilibrium path the investor always believes that the

entrepreneur invested the funds into the project in the past. The renegotiation

of any contract thus occurs in equilibrium always under the assumption that

the project received the funds but didn't generate yet the desired success. The

equilibrium belief by the investor lessens the value of the diversion option for

the entrepreneur. In consequence, the funding in the asymmetric information

model is uniformly higher than in the symmetric model. While we spell out the

consequences for short and long-term contracts, it might su�ce here to point

out that the informational constraints on the investor are particularly important

for the funding just before the project is stopped. In a variety of situations the

funding now occurs at the e�cient rate. If the investor could therefore make an

initial choice whether or not he would like to track the decisions by the entre-

preneur, he would prefer to stay at a distance and not observe the decisions of

the entrepreneur, giving rise to informationally arm's length contracts.

The funding of the project was considered so far in an environment where

the entrepreneur and the investor only control �ow investments and there are no

competing projects. Section 5 considers the implications of competing projects

and �xed costs to start the project. Brie�y, we �nd that competition generally

enhances the e�ciency of the �nancing as a possibility of preemption decreases

the option value of postponing the investment today. If the parties to the

project have to make initially a �xed investment which determines the scale

of the development process, then we �nd that the scale is chosen smaller than

e�cient to slow down the future volume of �nancing and again depress the

option value of waiting. Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.

?) consider a dynamic model of debt with renegotiation. In contrast to our

model, the investor in ?) faces no moral hazard problem and it is the cash

�ow which can be diverted rather than the investment �ow as in our model.

Moreover, in our model there are no assets beyond the human capital of the
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entrepreneur. The distinction between observable and unobservable actions has

�rst been introduced in the �nance literature by ?).

2 Model

The project and the investment technology is presented in Subsection 2.1. The

successful realization of the project is positively correlated with the received

funding. The investment �ow induces a Bayesian learning process about the

prospects of the project. The evolution of the posterior beliefs and the e�-

cient stopping time are presented in Subsection 2.2. The time structure of the

contracting game between entrepreneur and investor is described in Subsection

2.3.

2.1 Project with Unknown Returns

The entrepreneur owns a project with unknown returns. The project is either

�good� with prior probability �0 or �bad� with prior probability 1� �0. If the

project is �good�, then in every period t, there is a certain probability that the

project is successfully completed and yields a �xed payo� R: The probability

of success in period t, conditional on the project being good, is denoted by �t.

The probability �t is an increasing function of the investment �ow in period t.

More precisely, a success probability �t requires an investment �ow of c (�t) in

period t. We assume that c (�t) is a linear function of �t:

c(�t) = c �t; c > 0.

The maximal conditional probability of success is denoted by � (without sub-

script), with 0 < � < 1 and any probability �t 2 [0; �] is feasible in every period.

Any investment beyond c (�) does not increase the probability of success. If the

project is �bad�, then it will never yield a positive return and the probability

of success is zero independent of the investment �ow. The project can receive

funding over any number of periods and time is discrete with t = 0; 1; ::: . Entre-

preneur and investor are both risk-neutral and have a common discount factor

� 2 (0; 1).
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2.2 Learning and E�cient Stopping

The uncertainty about the project is resolved over time as the in�ow of funds

either produce a success or lead to the stopping of the project. The investment

process is like an experiment which produces information about the future like-

lihood of success. The current information is represented by the posterior belief

�t that the project is good. The evolution of the posterior belief �t+1; condi-

tional on no success in period t, is given by Bayes' rule as a function of the prior

belief �t and the investment �ow c�t as:

�t+1 =
�t(1� �t)

�t (1� �t) + 1� �t
. (1)

The posterior belief �t+1 thus decreases over time if success hasn't materialized

yet. The decline in the posterior belief is stronger for larger investments, as

the participants become more pessimistic about the likelihood of future success.

The posterior belief changes only slowly for very precise beliefs about the nature

of the project, i.e. if �t is either close to 0 or 1. Correspondingly the event of

no success is most informative with very di�use beliefs and �t is close to
1

2
.

The project should receive funds as long as the expected return from the

investment exceeds the costs, or

�t�tR� c�t � 0; (2)

for some �t 2 [0; �]. It follows that the e�cient stopping point �� is given by:

���tR� c�t = 0 , �� =
c

R
: (3)

The posterior belief �� at which stopping is e�cient is decreasing in the return

R and increasing in the marginal cost c of generating success probabilities. Due

the linear structure of the investment problem indicated in (2) it is optimal to

choose �T = � in the �nal period, denoted by T . The social value V (�T ) of the

project in the terminal period T is then:

V (�T ) = �T�R� c�:

and in general the value of the project is given by a familiar dynamic program-

ming equation:

V (�t) = max
�t

f�t�tR� c�t + (1� �t�t) �V (�t+1)g (4)
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where the posterior belief �t+1 is determined by Bayes' rule as in (1). A condi-

tional probability of success �t in period t yields an expected return �t�tR.and

costs c�t. With probability 1� �t�t no success is observed in period t and the

project is continued under the new assessment �t+1 in the next period. The

value function (4) indicates again the linearity in �t and it can be shown that

it is optimal to invest �t = � in every period in which the project is operated.

The stopping point is characterized by the posterior belief in (3), but for

any given prior belief �0 there is a one-to-one relationship between the stopping

point �� and the stopping time T � which expresses the same policy in terms of

real time:

T � , max

(
T

����� �0 (1� �)
T

�0 (1� �)
T
+ 1� �0

� ��

)

Evidently, the optimal stopping time T � depends on the prior belief �0 at which

the project is started. The dependence on �0 is suppressed for notational con-

venience. The stopping time T � represents the time elapsed between starting

at �0 and arriving at the last posterior belief exceeding ��.

Proposition 1 (Optimal Investment Policy)

1. The optimal policy is to invest maximally c� until T �.

2. The social value of the project is:

V (�0) = �0� (R� c)
1� �T

�

(1� �)T
�

1� �(1� �)
� (1� �0) c�

1� �T
�

1� �
: (5)

The results follow from standard dynamic programming arguments and the

proofs are omitted. The value function V (�0) presents an intuitive decompo-

sition of the value of the project. The �rst term in (5) is the expected value

of the project conditional on the project being good. Notice that the value of

the project is discounted at a rate which compounds the pure discount rate �

and the probability of no discovery (1� �) which results in the factor �(1� �).

The second term captures the case that the project is bad which occurs with

probability (1 � �0): In this case, costly experimentation will continue with

probability 1 until the stopping time T � is reached.
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2.3 Contracting

The entrepreneur has initially no wealth and seeks to obtain external funds

to realize the project. Financing is available from a competitive market of

investors. Entrepreneur and investors share initially the same assessment about

the likelihood of success represented by the prior belief �0. The funds are

supplied by the investor and the entrepreneur controls the allocation of the

funds. She can either invest the funds into the project or divert the capital �ow

to her private ends. In the case she chooses to divert the funds she can either

consume the funds or save the funds for future consumption or investment at

the interest rate r = (1� �) =�. The model permits an equivalent and more

standard formulation of the agency problem: the e�cient application of the

investment requires e�ort, which is costly for the entrepreneur. By reducing

the e�ort, the entrepreneur also reduces the probability of success and hence

the e�ciency of the invested capital. In both cases, a con�ict of interest arises

about the use of the funds.

We distinguish between observable and unobservable actions by the entre-

preneur. If the action is observable, then entrepreneur and investor will always

have the same posterior belief about the project. In any case, the allocation

decision of the entrepreneur is not enforceable by the investor.

In every period the entrepreneur can o�er the investor a contract of arbitrary

length. A contract St o�ered in period t is a sequence of shares and funding

levels:

St = fS� ; ��g
T

�=t
,

where St denotes the share of the entrepreneur if the project succeeds in period

t. The investor receives the remaining share 1 � St. The restriction to share

contracts is without loss of generality due to the binary nature of the project,

success or failure. Denote by ht a particular history including all events up to

t � 1 and let ht 2 Ht be the set of possible histories in period t. The investor

responds with an acceptance or rejection of the contractual o�er,

dt : Ht � St ! f0; 1g :
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The entrepreneur �nally decides about the investment of the capital:

it : Ht � St ! [0; �t] :

Entrepreneur and investor can commit to long-term contracts, but they are

free to renegotiate the current contract at any point in time. In this context

acceptance of the new contract by the investor implies the discarding of the

previous contract. Symmetrically, the rejection of a new contract implies the

continued validity of the current contract. If entrepreneur and investor can't

agree on a new contract and the previous contract has expired, then no funding

is provided and the investor maintains the share in the project which he had in

the last period in which they had a non-trivial agreement.

Finally, we wish to emphasize that while there is no initial asymmetry in

the information between entrepreneur and investor, the asymmetry may arise

over time as the project receives funding. The source of the asymmetry is

the unobservability of the fund allocation. If entrepreneur and investor have

di�erent assessments over how the funds have been employed, then they will

have di�erent posteriors over the likelihood of success.

3 Observability

The main issues of this section are introduced with a simple �nite horizon model

in Subsection 3.1. The equilibrium concepts are then formally de�ned in Sub-

section 3.2. The equilibrium funding with short-term contracts is explored in

Subsection 3.3. Finally Subsection 3.4 examines how long-term contracts may

a�ect the volume and speed of �nancing.

3.1 A Finite Horizon Model

Consider �rst a project with an e�cient �nancing horizon of a single period. We

then investigate how the incentives of the entrepreneur depend on the length of

the time horizon over which the project could receive �nancing before the project

simply vanishes. This simple example will convey the di�culty of providing

incentives for the e�cient completion of the a given project.
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Consider a project (R; c) with an ex-ante probability � of being successful.

Suppose initially that the project can only be completed in period 0, and any

investment in future periods would necessarily yield no returns. The entrepre-

neur and investor have common prior beliefs � in period 0. The entrepreneur

o�ers the investor a share of (1� S0) against funding at the level of �0. With

a one period contract the investor accepts the o�er if he can break even in

expectations:

��0 (1� S0)R � �0c; (6)

and if he expects the entrepreneur to apply the funds to the project. The

incentive compatibility constraint for the entrepreneur is simply

��0S0R � �0c: (7)

The incentive constraint (7) explicitly allows the entrepreneur only two choices:

investing or diverting. But as the objective function under both alternatives

is linear in �0, this is without loss of generality. The project receives �nanc-

ing if individual rationality of the investor and incentive compatibility of the

entrepreneur are jointly satis�ed, or

��0R � 2�0c:

It follows immediately from (6) and (7) that the project can only be �nanced if

� �
2c

R
:

In consequence the project ceases to receive �nancing too early relative to the

�rst best as �� = c=R. The ine�cient early stopping is due to the team-like

incentive problem. The investor would need to receive all the expected returns if

he were to invest, but the entrepreneur could divert the funds and hence would

need to receive at least c�0 in expectations to allocate the funds. Both claims

are in con�ict at any � < 2c=R. De�ne

�S ,
2c

R
(8)

as the stopping point under short-term contracts and suppose that �0 � �S .

As the entrepreneur has all the bargaining power with take-it-or-leave-it o�ers,
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she o�ers the e�cient �nancing volume �0 = � and receives a share

S0 = 1�
c

�R

and the remainder allows the investor to break even and satisfy the individual

rationality constraint with equality. The value of the contract for the entrepre-

neur is:

E (�) = ��R� c�

Notice that due to the binary structure of the signal, a share contract forms the

optimal incentive contract. The earlier assumption that it is e�cient to fund the

project only once simply says that the posterior belief falls below the e�cient

stopping point:
(1� �)�

1� ��
� ��:

Suppose now that the entrepreneur will have a second chance to realize the

project if either she didn't receive funding or diverted the funds in the initial

period. We thus extend the time horizon T of the game and ask what happens to

funding and incentives as the time horizon for possible completion is extended.

We wish to emphasize that the e�cient �nancing program remains una�ected

by the longer time horizon. Again, any contract (S0; �0) signed in the initial

period must allow the investor to break even:

��0 (1� S0)R � �0c:

The incentive constraint for the entrepreneur is however complicated by in-

tertemporal considerations. The incentive constraint is now given by

��0S0R � �0c+ �� (�R� c) ;

as diverting today allows the investor to seek new funding tomorrow. Hence the

share accorded to the entrepreneur has to increase to

S0 �
c

�R
+ �

�
1�

c

�R

�
; (9)

which gives her in expected terms the value of the diversion plus the option of

developing the project tomorrow. By extending the argument to an arbitrary
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�nite time horizon, one can easily infer that the share in the initial period has

to exceed

S0 �
c

�R

T�1X
t=0

�t + �T
�
1�

c

�R

�
. (10)

Thus as the time horizon increases, the incentives o�ered to the entrepreneur in

the initial period have to increase as well. The option to divert the funds and

postpone the completion of the project to the future period increases in value

in T as well as in the discounting factor �. The strength of the incentives are

inversely related to the expected return �R of the project. Thus rich projects

can o�er weaker incentives than poor projects.

As the participation constraint (6) of the investor still has to hold, there will

be values for (�; T ) such that incentive constraint of the entrepreneur and partic-

ipation constraint of the investor will be become incompatible. In consequence

an ine�cient delay arises in the completion of the project. To put it di�erently,

the entrepreneur will not be able to receive �nancing in the initial period, but

only in some later period, when the option value of diverting the funds is su�-

ciently low. Fix the minimal time horizon such that the project will not receive

�nancing in the initial period as T . Suppose we then lengthen the time horizon

by one additional period to T + 1. Can funding now be provided again in the

initial period? By the recursive argument, we just established that the entrepre-

neur will under no circumstances receive �nancing in the following period. But

this implies that the value of a diversion is lower in the initial period, then in

the subsequent period. In turn, the incentive constraint of the entrepreneur is

easier to satisfy.. While it may still not be enough to ensure �nancing, any fur-

ther lengthening of the time horizon will ease the incentive problem even more.

But as soon as funding is possible again, the value of diverting the funds in the

preceding period increases as well. Thus with a su�ciently long-time horizon,

periods in which funding is available alter with periods in which funding is not

available. The cyclic nature of the unique equilibrium just described is natu-

rally due to the existence of a �nal period, which anchors the construction of the

equilibrium. The corresponding equilibrium in the in�nite horizon model to be

examined next is a mixed strategy equilibrium in which �nancing only occurs

with probability less than one. The ratio of periods in which �nancing is o�ered
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to the total length of the time horizon is simply replaced by the probability

of receiving funding in any given period. The implications are very similar, as

a probability of funding less than one means that the equilibrium volume and

speed of �nancing is below the e�cient level.

3.2 Equilibrium

In the environment with observable actions, the information of entrepreneur

and investor is symmetric in every period. For a given triple fSt; dt; itg
1

t=0
of

strategies, denote the value function of the entrepreneur in period t by E (�t; ht)

and the one of the investor by I (�t; ht). We hasten to add that �t is of course

part of ht, but it will be convenient to set �t apart from the general history

of the game. The continuation value in any period after o�ering a contract St

and/or responding with a funding decision dt is denoted by E (St j�t; ht ) or

E (St; dt j�t; ht ), and likewise for I (St j�t; ht ) or E (St; dt j�t; ht ).

De�nition 1 (Subgame perfect equilibrium)

A subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE) is a sequence of policies

fS�t ; d
�

t ; i
�

t g
1

t=0

such that for all (�t; ht) the following inequalities hold:

E (S�t j�t; ht ) � E (St j�t; ht ) ; for all St;

I (St; d
�

t j�t; ht ) � I (St; dt j�t; ht ) ; for all St and dt;

E (St; dt; i
�

t j�t; ht ) � E (St; dt; it j�t; ht ) for all St; dt and it.

In general, the equilibrium set of a stage game repeated in�nitely often is

distinct from the equilibrium set of the same stage game repeated only �nitely

many times. The game considered here is no exception to the rule. But the

sequential move structure of the game together with the ability of the players

to renegotiate their contract at any point, suggest a narrowing of the equilib-

rium analysis to renegotiation-proof equilibria. Here we adopt the notion of

weakly renegotiation-proofness �rst suggested by ?) for repeated games with

simultaneous move stage games.
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De�nition 2 (Weakly renegotiation-proof)

A subgame perfect equilibrium fS�t ; d
�

t ; i
�

t g
1

t=0
is weakly renegotiation-proof if

there do not exist continuation equilibria at some (�; h) and (�; h0) with h 6=

h0 such that (E (�; h) ; I (�; h)) � (E (�; h0) ; I (�; h0)), with at least one strict

inequality.

The renegotiation considered here occurs between time periods. It is concep-

tually di�erent from renegotiation in static principal-agent models as considered

by ?) and ?) where renegotiation occurs after the agent has chosen her e�ort

level but before the outcome has been revealed. The role of observable but

non-veri�able information in the renegotiation of agency relationships has been

studied by ?).

The notion of weakly renegotiation-proof is often interpreted as an internal

consistency requirement. Indeed, ?) suggested a strengthening of the notion

by de�ning as strongly renegotiation-proof any weakly renegotiation-proof pro-

�le with none of its continuation equilibria being strictly Pareto dominated by

another weakly renegotiation-proof pro�le. This distinction is immaterial to

our argument, as they all coincide in this sequential move game with symmet-

ric information. In fact, we shall towards the end of this section that every

renegotiation-proof equilibrium is equivalent to a Markov perfect equilibrium as

de�ned by ?).

De�nition 3 (Markov perfect equilibrium)

A Markov perfect equilibrium (MPE) is a subgame perfect equilibrium

fS�t ; d
�

t ; i
�

t g
1

t=0

such that the sequence of policies satisfy 8�t, 8ht, S
�

t (�t; ht) = S�t (�t),

d�t (�t; ht;St) = d�t (�t;St), and i�t (�t; ht;St) = i�t (�t;St).

3.3 Short-Term Financing

In this section we restrict our attention to short-term contracts. The equilib-

rium analysis is restricted �rst to the class of Markov perfect equilibria. The

equivalence between Markov and weakly renegotiation-proof equilibria is estab-

lished in the next subsection. A short-term contract is a break-even contracts
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if

�t�tR (1� St) = �tc

and the share of the entrepreneur in a break-even contract is

St = 1�
c

�tR
:

A contract is said to provide full funding if �t = �. The probability by which a

funding proposal is accepted by the investor in �t is denoted by p (�t).

Theorem 1 (Short-Term Financing)

1. There is a unique MPE with short-term contracts. It consists of a sequence

of break-even contracts with full funding.

2. The probability of �nancing, p (�), is zero for all� � �S. Otherwise it is

strictly positive and weakly increasing in �.

3. For every (R; c; �) there exists �̂ with

�̂ ,
R� 2c

R� 2c+ �c
(11)

such that

(a) for � � �̂, lim�!1 p (�) = 1;

(b) for � > �̂, lim�!1 p (�) < 1.

Proof. See Appendix.

The characterization of the equilibrium �nancing is particularly transparent

in the case of the certain project, where �0 = 1, and the successful completion

of the project is certain and only a matter of time. The following results are

obtained immediately as limit results as �! 1.

Corollary 1 (Certain Project)

The certain project (� = 1) is �nanced e�ciently if and only if � � �̂. For � > �̂,

the value of the entrepreneur is given by

E (1) = (R� 2c) =�;
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and the probability of funding is

p (1) =
(R� 2c) (1� �)

c��
:

Observe �rst that the probability of �nancing is decreasing in � and �. The

discount factor increases the value of the option to divert and hence the investor

responds in equilibrium by a slowdown in the funding. Similarly, a large e�cient

�nancing volume � allows the entrepreneur to divert in the current period and

still expect a successful completion of the project in the next period with a

su�ciently high probability. The extent to which the open-endedness of the

investment problem hurts the entrepreneur is most clearly expressed in the value

function which is decreasing in � for all � exceeding the threshold described in

(11).

Finally, the following example of a certain project points out that the focus

on renegotiation-proof equilibria imposes indeed restrictions on the equilibrium

set. Consider the following two strategy pro�les: (i) the entrepreneur o�ers in

each period break-even contracts with full �nancing and the investor accepts

these contracts if he always accepted them in the past, and if the entrepreneur

always invested the funds in the project. Otherwise he rejects all contract

proposals; and (ii) the entrepreneur pursues the same strategy as before, but

the investor accepts contracts in the future only if he is observing a diversion

of funds today. The second strategy pro�le leads the investor to refuse any

contract today, and hence also in the future and the project will never receive

funding. The continuation equilibrium established with the second strategy

pro�le sustains the �rst strategy pro�le as a subgame perfect equilibrium which

provides full funding forever The strategy pro�les rely in an obvious way on

continuation plays which are not renegotiation-proof. The second pro�le o�ers

intertemporal incentives through continuation play which destroy the possibility

of current �nancing.

3.4 Long-Term Financing

The short-term contracts restricted the intertemporal distribution of the incen-

tives. The entrepreneur was required to o�er the investor a sequence of contracts
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in which the investor breaks even in every period. In this section the entrepre-

neur is allowed to make proposals in which only the intertemporal participation

constraint of the investor is satis�ed. This may allow entrepreneur and investor

to re-allocate some of the expected surplus across periods and therefore improve

the e�ciency of the funding. While the players can commit to intertemporal

plans, they cannot commit to avoid renegotiation in future periods.

The short-term contracts gave the entrepreneur in every period a share which

was determined exclusively by the break-even condition of the investor. Once

long-term contracts are considered, the shares of the entrepreneur can be re-

distributed to arrange the incentives more e�ciently over time. Consider �rst

the allocation with short-term contracts under � � �̂. Here St is su�ciently

large in the beginning to support full funding. It might thus be possible to

weaken the incentives in the early phase of the project to increase them in the

later phase where funding with probability one is impossible to maintain with

short-term contracts. If there is such a surplus to redistribute, the question is

then how. In any period t in which the share St of the entrepreneur increases

relative to short-term �nancing, the volume of �nancing can be increased as

well as the incentive constraint becomes less restrictive. Any increase in the

share of the entrepreneur therefore allows a contemporaneous increase in the

funding volume. As renegotiation always leads to the selection of the e�cient

outcome relative to all renegotiation-proof allocations the surplus will be used

in equilibrium as early as possible, and thus long-term contracts lead to an ex-

tension of the interval over which full funding is possible. In the case of � > �̂,

short-term �nancing never allowed for full funding in any phase of the project's

development. Could long-term contracts in this environment bias the funding

towards a certain phase of the project to increase the value of the partner-

ship between entrepreneur and investor? E�ciency considerations would again

suggest to accelerate funding in the early stages of the project. In terms of in-

centives for the entrepreneur, it would mean to increase the incentives early on

and decrease them in the later stage, again relative to the incentives provided

in the short-term regime. Ideally, entrepreneur and investor would therefore

like to commit themselves to stop funding in future periods altogether. But

as we showed earlier, this is not renegotiation-proof as the participants would
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renegotiate and restart funding, even if they do so at a moderate level. As the

short-term �nancing equilibrium presents the minimal level of future �nancing,

it follows that for � > �̂, the project never provides any surplus to re-allocate

the incentives, and long-term contracts which are renegotiation proof cannot

improve upon short-term �nancing.

Theorem 2 (Long-Term Financing)

1. There is a unique MPE in long-term �nancing contracts.

2. If � > �̂, then long-term �nancing can't improve on short-term �nancing.

3. If � � �̂, then long-term �nancing increases the number of periods where

funding is provided with probability 1. The unique equilibrium is then

characterized by a single long-term contract until T with p (�t) = 1 for all

t � T , followed by a sequence of short-term contracts with p (�t0) < 1 for

t0 > T:

Proof. See Appendix.

We conclude this section by formally stating the equivalence result which we

mentioned in the introduction to the de�nition of the weakly renegotiation-proof

and the Markov perfect equilibrium.

Theorem 3 (Equivalence)

The set of Markov perfect equilibria (with short or long-term �nancing) is equiv-

alent to the set of weakly renegotiation-proof equilibria.

Proof. See Appendix.

4 Non-Observability

The principal themes of this section are �rst developed in a two period example

in Subsection 4.1. The formal de�nition of the Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is

given in Subsection 4.2. The complete results for short-term �nancing are pre-

sented in Subsection 4.3. The extent to which long-term contracts can improve

the e�ciency of short-term �nancing is discussed in Subsection 4.4.
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4.1 A Two Period Model

The project has a prior probability of �0 of being successful.. By assumption,

the project can receive �nancing only over two periods, t 2 f0; 1g, after which

the value of the project simply expires. We shall restrict ourselves in this exam-

ple to contracts in which the investor breaks even in every period (short-term

�nancing). The structure of the equilibrium �nancing becomes most transpar-

ent when analyzed recursively. Suppose that entrepreneur and investor have

common posterior beliefs �1 in period 1. The entrepreneur o�ers the investor a

share of (1� S1) against funding at the level of �t. With a one period contract

the investor accepts the o�er if he can break even in expectations:

�1�1 (1� S1)R � �1c; (12)

and if he expects the entrepreneur to apply the funds to the project:

�1�1S1R � �1c: (13)

As before, the project receives funding in the last period if and only if

�1 �
2c

R
:

Suppose then that �1 � 2c=R holds, the project receives full funding �1 = �

and the entrepreneur receives

S1 = 1�
c

�1R
:

Next we allow entrepreneur and investor to hold di�erent beliefs at the be-

ginning of period 1. The belief �̂1 of the investor can be anywhere between the

minimal posterior belief which is obtained by conditioning the prior belief �0

on the event that the entrepreneur invested the funds in period 0 and his prior

belief �̂0 = �0:

�̂1 2

�
(1� �0)�0
1� �0�0

; �0

�
:

The belief of the investor in period 1 is based on two considerations: (i) did

the entrepreneur invest the funds in period 0? and (ii) does the o�er fS1; �1g

convey some information about the investment decision in period 0? Consider

the informativeness of the o�er fS1; �1g �rst, and we argue that the o�er cannot
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contain any additional information. Suppose two di�erent types in terms of the

posterior belief �1 and �01, with �1 > �01, would o�er two di�erent contracts,

fS1; �1g and
�
S01; �

0

1

	
respectively. Suppose further that the contracts satisfy

(12) and (13) for �1 and �01 respectively and hence would be accepted by the

investor if he knew the type for sure. If not, the respective contract would be

rejected by the investor, and hence the entrepreneur would in any case propose

another contract. But if either contract is accepted and the entrepreneur plans

to invest the funds, then her expected payo� is �1�1S1R and hence only the

expected share �1S1 matters. In consequence separating cannot be achieved

through contracts with di�erent expected shares: �1S1 6= �01S
0

1. But any two

contracts which o�er the same expected share can only have di�erent values to

the entrepreneur if she were to plan to divert the funds. However in equilibrium

contracts (S1; �1) which imply fund diversion are not accepted and hence there

can be no separating o�ers in equilibrium.

This brief discussion shows that the belief of the investor in period 1 is

formed exclusively by evaluating whether or not the entrepreneur applied the

funds in period 0. Conditional on being convinced that the entrepreneur did

the right thing in period 0, the investor has the belief

�̂1 =
(1� �0)�0
1� �0�0

and funding occurs under the unique contract:�
S1 = 1�

c

�̂1R
; �1 = �;

�
:

The value of the project in period 1 for the entrepreneur is thus given by

E (�1; �̂1) = �1�R�
�1�c

�̂1
; (14)

where �1 is the probability of operating a successful project in period 1 and �̂1

is the belief of the investor. In equilibrium �̂1 and �1 coincide and in this case

we may simple write

E (�1) , E (�1; �̂1) ;

with

E (�1) = �1�R� �c. (15)
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We can now proceed to the initial period. Again, any contract fS0; �0g must

allow the investor to break even:

�0�0 (1� S0)R � �0c:

The incentive constraint of the entrepreneur contains again intertemporal con-

siderations:

�0�0S0R + � (1� �0�0)E (�1) � �0c+ �E (�0; �1) ; (16)

where the belief of the investor is �̂1 = �1; conditional on the inequality (16)

being satis�ed. Again, the incentive constraints explicitly allows only two op-

tions for the entrepreneur, investing or diverting, but we shall see shortly that

this is without loss of generality. After inserting (14) and (15) into (16) we �nd

�0�0S0R+ � (1� �0�0) (�1�R� �c) � �0c+ �

�
�0�R�

�0�c

�1

�
(17)

When comparing the alternatives for the entrepreneur in (17) with (13) two

new elements appear. First, by investing in the project today, the entrepreneur

forecloses with positive probability continued funding in the future. Second, by

diverting the funds today, the entrepreneur maintains her current belief about

the value of the project as no new information is produced. But as the investor

believes the project received funding, his belief in the following period is indeed

�1. In terms of conditional expectations where the conditioning is based on the

information of the entrepreneur, the investor requires in the following period a

compensation which exceeds the cost of the funds. This explains the rhs of (17).

We simplify (17) to

�0�0S0R � c�0 + ��0�

�
R�

c

�1

�
; (18)

which is to be compared with the equivalent condition (9) in the case of ob-

servable actions. The value of the deviation is now diminished by �0

�1
c > c,

and is thus smaller in the case of asymmetric information. The inability of the

entrepreneur to separate ex-post leads the investor to always assess the project

as if the investment occurred in all previous periods. This reduces the value of

a deviation and eases the incentive compatibility constraint. We may recall in
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this context that the incentive constraint of the entrepreneur becomes harder

to satisfy the weaker the prospect of the project seemed in the observable case.

The entrepreneur when faced with the termination of the project had strong

incentives to divert the funds in order to reapply for more funds in the following

period. In the environment with asymmetric information, this becomes obvi-

ously less of a constraint as the investor maintains his belief that the project

received �nancing throughout, and thus is less prone to a renew funding if in

his opinion the project generated su�cient evidence to rationally stop funding.

4.2 Equilibrium

The evolution of the posterior belief �t is subject to moral hazard as the investor

cannot observe the allocative decision by the entrepreneur. Entrepreneur and

investor can therefore hold di�erent beliefs during the game. As the entrepreneur

observes her own decision, her belief always follows the `true' Bayes' law, and

thus coincides with the `true' posterior belief �t. The posterior belief of the

investor is denoted by �̂t. The posterior belief �t is the private information of

the entrepreneur and �̂t is the public state of the game.

De�nition 4 (Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium)

A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) is a sequence of policies

fS�t ; d
�

t ; i
�

t g
1

t=0

such that for all (�t; �̂t; ht) the following conditions hold:

E (S�t j�t; �̂t; ht ) � E (St j�t; �̂t; ht ) ; for all St;

I (St; d
�

t j�̂t; ht ) � I (St; dt j�̂t; ht ) ; for all St and dt;

E (St; dt; i
�

t j�t; �̂t; ht ) � E (St; dt; it j�t; �̂t; ht ) for all St; dt and it.

and Bayes' rule is applied to �t and �̂t whenever possible.

The application of Bayes' rule for the entrepreneur yields �t+1 as a function

of �t and �t as expressed in (1). The evolution of the investor's beliefs has to

take into account the incentives provided in the last period through St and the

information possibly contained in the current contract o�er St+1:

�̂t+1 = E

�
�̂t (1� it)

1� it�̂t
jSt;St+1

�
: (19)
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The belief �̂t+1 of the investor thus depends on his estimate about the invest-

ment it the project received in period t. The posterior belief of the investor

is represented in (19) directly as a point belief as we shall shortly see that the

investor will never have a non-degenerate distribution of beliefs.

4.3 Short-Term Financing

Perhaps it is best to start with the features of the equilibrium we might expect

to carry over from the environment with observable actions. Clearly, with short-

term contracts funding should still stop at �T = �S . Moreover as �0 ! 1, the

di�erence between observability and non-observability should become less im-

portant, as the changes in the posterior belief induced by the investment process

converge to zero. In consequence, the di�erence between the private belief of

entrepreneur and the investor are very small and become negligible as �0 ! 1.

But the two period model discussed earlier indicated that some of the striking

ine�ciencies observed in the model with observable actions may be softened

under asymmetric information. In particular the slow-down in the end phase of

the project doesn't have to occur anymore. As the investor adopts a pessimistic

attitude towards the project, the termination of the project becomes ever more

likely as �t decreases. The necessary strength in the incentives provided to the

entrepreneur then depend on how valuable the option of diversion is. The value

of the option is, as before, generally increasing in the discount factor �. We �nd

therefore discount factors low enough so that funding can be provided at the

full level near the termination point of the project.

With full funding possible towards the end of the project, the question then

arises whether the funding volume is still (weakly) decreasing over time. This in

turn depends on the funding volume and hence the speed at which the project

can be developed. While the funding volume is still monotone over time, the

sign of the changes now depend on the size of the upper bound �. For low

levels of �, the funding volume still decreases over time. However for large

values the funding now increases over time. The contrast between the observable

and unobservable environment is easiest understood by identifying � as the

parameter which describes the potential di�erence in the belief between investor
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and entrepreneur. Again, for small values of �, these di�erences remain small

and, in particular, they cannot increase too rapidly in any particular period.

However as � increases, the di�erences become more important. The reversal

in the change of the �nancing volume is best understood through the recursive

structure of the problem. For large �, the value of the diversion becomes smaller

as the ratio �t=�t+1 increases, as in �0=�1 of (18) in the two period example.

This eventually allows for more �nancing towards the end of the project. But

as the �nancing towards the end of the project increases, the value of diverting

the funds in earlier periods of project increases as well. The funding now has

to slow down in the earlier phases, since its acceleration cannot be prevented in

the �nal phase of the project, leading to a reversal in the monotonicity.

Theorem 4 (Short-Term Financing)

1. The unique PBE in short-term contracts is a pooling equilibrium.

2. Funding stops at �T = �S.

3. Funding occurs with probability one at �S if and only if

� � 2 (1� �S) : (20)

4. The probability of �nancing is monotone. It is weakly increasing over time

if and only if

� � 2�
1

�S
: (21)

Proof. See Appendix.

The joint results on the speed of �nancing can best be represented in the

following matrix:

� > 2� 1

�S
(c1) ; (c2) (d)

� � 2� 1

�S
(a) (b1) ; (b2)

� � 2 (1� �S) � > 2 (1� �S)

(22)
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where (b1) and (c1) occur if

� � 2
1� �

2� �
, � � 2

1� �

2� �
; (23)

and (b2) and (c2) occur if the inequalities in (23) are reversed. The matrix

(22) indicates that the size of the various regions depend on the size of the cost

and bene�ts of the project. The funding probability in the various regimes is

represented in the next matrix:

� > 2� 1

�S
pT = 1; pt " pt < 1; pt "

� � 2� 1

�S
pt = 1;8t pT < 1; pt #

� � 2 (1� �S) � > 2 (1� �S)

The relationship between the size of the project and size of the various regimes

is displayed in Fig.1. The large square dot indicates the intersection of the

horizontal line � = 2� 1

�S
and the vertical line � = 2 (1� �S) in the (�; �) space

for a given �S . The bold curved line describes the evolution of the intersection

of the horizontal and vertical line as a function of �S . The arrows point in the

direction of decreasing �S and hence rich projects. The curve is described by

the equality the relations described in (23):

� = 2
1� �

2� �
, � = 2

1� �

2� �
; (24)

and reaches (� = 1; � = 1) for all �S �
1

2
. The perfect symmetry between � and

� is due to the fact that in the limit as �0 ! 1, the volume of �nancing and

discounting are exchangeable as the true discount factor is � (1� �). Thus for

su�ciently rich projects, the only surviving regimes are (c1) and (c2). Similarly,

very poor projects which are characterized by �S ! 1, only display the regions

(b1) and (b2).

It can further be shown that the curve described by (24) jointly with the

restrictions on the di�erent regimes outlined in (22) is equivalent to the condition

(11) which ascertained whether full funding is possible in the limit as �0 ! 1

in the observable environment. Thus suppose that the primitives (R; c; �; �) of

the model satisfy the restrictions of regime (b), then

� � 2
1� �

2� �
, � �

R� 2c

R � 2c+ �c
; (25)
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and likewise for regime (c). The interaction between the speed of development,

represented by �, and the discount factor � leads to a subtle structure about

the intertemporal funding of the project. But considering � or � independently

leads to the observation, that the option value of diverting increases in � and �

and hence increases in the scale of the project or the discount factor lead to a

uniform reduction in the funding volume.

Proposition 2

Consider the probability of �nancing p (�t) in state �t, then:

1. for a given �, p (�t) is (weakly) decreasing in �;

2. for a given �; p (�t) is (weakly) decreasing in �:

Proof. See Appendix.

However, independent of the dynamic structure in the provision of the incen-

tives and the �nancing, the asymmetry reduces the ability of the entrepreneur

to renegotiate at favorable terms and hence weakens the incentives for the en-

trepreneur to delay investment into the project.

Proposition 3

With short-term contracts, funding is provided faster under unobservable than

under observable actions.

Proof. See Appendix.

4.4 Long-Term Financing

The funding volume in the di�erent short-term �nancing regimes is rather sug-

gestive as to how long-term contracts can improve upon short-term contracts.

The equivalence in the conditions presented in (25) indicates that in the areas

below the curve, namely in the regimes (a) ; (b1) ; (c1), long-term contracts en-

hance the e�ciency by extending the time horizon over which full funding can be

extended to the entrepreneur. Long-term contracts modify short-term �nanc-

ing in these regimes in way similar to the observable environment. The most

interesting modi�cation occurs in the regime (c2), where short-term contracts
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provide su�cient incentives towards the end of the project, but can't provide

su�cient incentives at the beginning of the project to maintain full funding

throughout. This situation occurs if the project is su�ciently rich and the rate

of development � is su�ciently large relative to the discount factor. Then long-

term contracts can weaken the incentives of the entrepreneur at the end and

instead increase the incentives towards the beginning of the project. The result

is that full funding can be provided towards the beginning and towards the end

of the project, but that the development will proceed slower than e�cient in

some intermediate stages.

Theorem 5 (Long-term �nancing)

1. There is a unique PBE in long-term contracts.

2. Long-term �nancing strictly extends the region of full �nancing relative

to short-term �nancing in (a) ; (b1) ; (c1). It always extends the horizon

beyond �S in (a) and (c1).

3. Long-term �nancing doesn't improve on short-term �nancing in (b2) ; (d).

4. Long-term �nancing extends the region of full �nancing and leads to a

U-shaped �nancing volume in (c2).

Proof. See Appendix.

We conclude with a remark on the absence of any notion of renegotiation-

proofness in the environment with unobservable actions. Note �rst that the

notion of renegotiation-proofness was introduced for observable actions only

in the in�nite horizon context. In the case of unobservable actions, we just

argued that the investor continues to update his posterior belief independent of

whether the entrepreneur invested the funds or not. Thus for any investment

policy, which is bounded away from zero until funding ceases completely, the

investor reaches the posterior belief �S in some �nite time T , or �T = �S . As

the investor will reject any new funding proposal at any �t < �S , the game

ends in �nite time. The pooling property of the PBE thus naturally limits the

horizon of the game and recursive arguments based on a terminal point are then

su�cient to establish the equilibrium structure based on recursive e�ciency.
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5 Extensions

To Be Completed.

5.1 Competition and Project Size

5.2 Positive Wealth and Savings

5.3 Nonlinear Investment Costs

5.4 Multiple Projects

5.5 Multiple Signals

6 Conclusion

This paper considered the funding of a project with unknown returns, when the

investment of the funds is subject to agency problems. The funding level was

determined endogenously and depended on the scale of the project, the discount

factor and the informational asymmetry between entrepreneur and investor.

The impatience of the entrepreneur was an important determinant of the volume

of funding as the severity of the incentive constraint increased with the discount

factor. This is in contrast to the results in the theory of repeated moral hazard

games, where discount factors close enough to one often allow the equilibrium

set to reach the e�ciency frontier. The funding problem without commitment

displays properties similar to sequential contribution games as analyzed by ?).

This paper studied the funding of a single project. An interesting generalization

of the analysis presented here might be the funding of a sequence of projects or

other forms of repeated relationships, where reputation for truthful investment

or for strict termination behavior may become valuable.
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7 Appendix

This appendix contains the proofs to all propositions in the main body of the

text.

Proof of Theorem 1. (1.) and (2.) We �rst construct an MPE in which

the entrepreneur o�ers a break-even contract with full funding to the investor

in every period and there are �nitely many periods in which full funding is

provided. In the following we count only the periods in which funding is provided

as the state variable remains unchanged in all other periods. The equilibrium

is in mixed strategies as the investor sometimes randomizes in his acceptance

decision. After the construction, we then show that it is also the unique MPE.

Without loss of generality we may assume that the entrepreneur has zero wealth

when entering into �nal period. The incentive problem in the �nal period T is

given by:

�T�T sTR+ � (1� �T�T )E (�T+1) � �T c+ �E (�T ) : (26)

By de�nition, there is no �nancing after �T and hence E (�T+1) = 0, so (26) is

�T�T sTR � �T c+ �E (�T ) : (27)

Denote by pT the probability by which a break-even contract receives �nancing

in the state �T . In the case of observable actions, the entrepreneur can consume

and then ask for renewed �nancing. Thus if pT > 0, E (�T ) > 0, but then (27)

cannot be satis�ed at �T � �S , and hence pT = 0. Notice that a reverse argu-

ment implies that �T > �S ) pT > 0. Consider next �T > �S . The equilibrium

is constructed recursively. Start with any �T such that �T+1 (�T ; �) � �S . The

expected payo� for the entrepreneur of such a contract is

E (�T ) =
pT (�T�R� c�)

1� � (1� pT )
(28)

and the incentive constraint conditional upon funding is

(�T�R� c�) � c�+ �E (�T ) : (29)

If the incentive constraint (29) is not binding, then the entrepreneur can reduce

her share by " and o�er the investor a proposal which has strictly positive
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expected pro�t, which is accepted by sequential rationality. Thus

pT < 1) (�T�R� c�) = c�+ �E (�T ) ;

and using (28) and (29) we have

pT =
(1� �)

�

�TR� 2c

c
:

Next we derive the evolution of the funding probabilities as a di�erence equation,

and conclude by observing that if pt = 1 ) ps = 1 for all s < t. Consider any

two adjacent periods t and t + 1 with pt+1 < 1. The incentive condition in

period t is

(�tR� c)�+ (1� �t�) �E (�t+1) � �c+ �E (�t) (30)

and with equality for pt < 1. The value function of the entrepreneur is given

by:

E (�t) =
pt

1� � (1� pt)
(�t�R� c�+ (1� �t�t) �E (�t+1)) (31)

and using the incentive constraint (30) it can be written as:

E (�t) =
pt�c

1� �
(32)

if pt < 1. By using (30) and (32) the following di�erence equation is obtained:

pt = (1� �t�) pt+1 +
1� �

�c
(�tR� 2c) : (33)

The di�erence equation has the following unique solution:

pt =
1� �

�c

TX
�=t

(��R� 2c)

��1Y
k=t

(1� �k�) ; (34)

under the initial condition

pT =
1� �

�c
(�TR� 2c) . (35)

and it is veri�ed that pt is strictly decreasing in t. The sequence of break even

contracts with probabilistic funding leaves the entrepreneur with the expected

payo�:

E (�t) =

TX
s=t

 
sY

u=t

pu
1� � (1� pu)

s�1Y
u=t

(1� �u�)

!
�s�t (�sR�� c�) : (36)
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As the incentive constraint with certain funding, or pt = 1, requires that

E (�t) �
�c

1� �
(37)

it follows that if (36) satis�es (37) with pt = 1, a break even contract with

pt�1 = 1 and associated value function E (�t�1) satis�es (37) as well.

The uniqueness of the MPE is shown next. The proof proceeds in two steps.

First we show that there is �nal period of �nancing in which full funding is

provided, i.e. there exists an �T such that pT � 1, �T = � and for �T+1 (�T ; �)

we have pT+1 = 0. In the second step, we then show that less than full funding

cannot arise in equilibrium for any �t > �T . In both steps, we proceed by

contradiction. Consider then any such �t with �t < �. Suppose �rst that

pt+1 = 0. The incentive problem is then

(�tR � c)�t � �tc+ �E (�t) (38)

and with

E (�t) =
pt (�t�tR� c�t)

1� � (1� pt)
(39)

we can write (38) as

(�tR� c)�t = �tc+ �
pt (�t�tR� c�t)

1� � (1� pt)

and the equilibrium probability of acceptance is given by:

pt =
�tR� �tR� � 2c+ 2c�

c�
;

which is independent of the funding volume. The resulting equilibrium value is

E (�t) =
�t
�

(�tR� 2c) ;

which is increasing in �t and hence the entrepreneur will always ask for the

maximal funding conditional on no further funding. Suppose next that pt+1 > 0

for all t. This case has to be considered as there might be an equilibrium in which

funding is extended with positive probability for in�nitely many funding periods.

This is possible without ever violating �T � �S if pt and �t decline su�ciently

fast. Formally, there must then exist an " > 0 and a corresponding � such that

�t < " for all t > � . In particular we can choose " so that 2" < �. Consider a
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strategy pro�le with two adjacent funding periods �t and �t+1 and associated

funding levels and probabilities, (�t; pt) and (�t+1; pt+1) respectively. We show

that the entrepreneur has a pro�table deviation strategy which suggests funding

at the level �̂ in period t and which is accepted with probability one. De�ne �̂

by the equality

�t

�
1� �̂

�
1� �t�̂

=
�t (1� �t) (1� �t+1)

�t (1� �t) (1� �t+1) + 1� �t

so that the posterior belief is identical after a sequential investment of (�t; �t+1)

or a single investment �̂, and it is veri�ed that �̂ < �t + �t+1. For any given

�t; �t+1 and E (�t+2), we can then compute the corresponding funding proba-

bilities by using

(�t+1R� c)�t+1 + (1� �t+1�) �E (�t+2) = �t+1c+ �E (�t+1)

and

E (�t+1) =
pt+1

1� � (1� pt+1)
(�t+1�t+1R� c�t+1 + (1� �t+1�t+1) �E (�t+2)) :

and similar expressions for period t. We obtain

E (�t) = (1� �t�t)E (�t+1) +
�t
�

(�tR� 2c) (40)

and

E (�t+1) = (1� �t+1�t+1)E (�t+2) +
�t+1
�

(�t+1R� 2c) (41)

respectively. Suppose next that the entrepreneur would o�er a break even con-

tract with an associated funding level of �̂. The incentive constraint would

be

(�tR� c) �̂+
�
1� �t�̂

�
�E (�t+2) � �̂c+ �E (�t) : (42)

Since �̂ > �t, it follows that if the incentive constraint (42) is satis�ed as a strict

inequality, then we have shown that the deviation is accepted by the investor

with probability one, and that the deviation is pro�table for the entrepreneur.

Rearranging (42) and using (40) and (41) yields

�t+1R�
�t+1
�t

2c > (�t+1R� 2c) ;
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which is indeed a strict inequality. It is then established that funding stops

after a �nite number of positive funding rounds. Moreover, the last round of

�nancing provides full funding. It remains to be shown that full funding is

also provided in all preceding funding periods. Consider then the �rst period,

again looking from the end, at which less than full funding is observed. By an

argument similar to the one just presented, we can then show that the investor

would in fact be willing to accept full funding, and that the entrepreneur would

bene�t from full funding. Thus the candidate pro�le can't be a subgame perfect

equilibrium, completing the argument on the uniqueness of the MPE.

(3.) As T !1, or alternatively �0 ! 1, we have from (34):

lim
�0!1

p0 < 1, � �
R� 2c

R� 2c+ c�
; (43)

which completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. To Be Completed.

Proof of Theorem 3. It is an immediate implication of the de�nition of the

Markov perfect equilibrium that the equilibrium value functions of the play-

ers depend only on the payo�-relevant state of the game. The set of possible

equilibrium values at any state � therefor is a singleton for every player, and it

follows that any Markov perfect equilibrium is also a weakly renegotiation-proof

equilibrium. To Be Completed.

Proof Theorem 4. (1) and (2) To Be Completed.

(3.) The problem is analyzed recursively. We �rst construct a pooling equilib-

rium and then show that it is unique. Suppose the project is funded fully in

period T . Then E (�T ) = �c. The problem in period T � 1 is then given by:

�T�1�R� cR+ � (1� �T�1�)E (�T ) � �c+ �
�T�1
�T

E (�T ) ; (44)

or after using the fact that �T = �S , (44) reduces to

�S �
2� �

2
; (45)

which states that if the project is su�ciently rich, full funding will always be

provided at the end, independent of the volume � of feasible �nancing.
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(4.) Next consider the speed at which the �nancing is provided over time.

Consider any two adjacent periods t and t + 1 with pt+1 < 1. The incentive

constraint is

(�tR� c)�+ (1� �t�) �E (�t+1) � �c+ �
�t
�t+1

E (�t+1) (46)

where

E (�t) =
pt ((�tR� c)�+ (1� �t�) �E (�t+1))

1� � (1� pt)
: (47)

and with the time indices pushed forward by one unit for E (�t+1). We observe

that the value of E (�t) is increasing in pt+1, but that the lhs is increasing slower

than the rhs of (46). Thus the randomization in period t+1 eases the incentive

constraint in period t. If pt+1 < 1, then (46) has to hold as an equality and we

obtain E (�t+1) as

E (�t+1) =
�t+1
�t

�tR� 2c

�
: (48)

With pt < 1 we can then solve for pt by using (46)-(48) and obtain:

pt =
1� �

�

�tR� 2c+ 2c� (1� �t)

�c (2�t � 1)
(49)

and forwarding by one period and taking di�erences we obtain

pt � pt+1 = (R+ 2�c� 4c)
�t (1� �t) (1� �)

(1 + �t�� 2�t) c� (2�t � 1)

Hence for pt; pt+1 2 (0; 1), it follows that

pt � pt+1 � 0, �S �
1

2� �
; (50)

which completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2. To Be Completed.

Proof of Proposition 3. To Be Completed.

Proof of Theorem 5. To Be Completed.
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